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FOREWORD

On November 3, 1961s the Advisory Committee on Civil De-
tense of the National Academy or Sciences included the following

recommendation in a letter to the Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Civil Defense:

'With regard to the program as a whole, the Committee feels
very strongly that it should be based on realistic ard de-
tailed planning assumptions for civil defense. We have, in
our specific comments, urged the development of such
assumptions. We believe that not only research, but all
civil defense effort should be planned an. carried out in
cenformance to the best possible premises concerning levels
and types of enemy attack, and their effects on all parts
of the nation. Planning assumptions would, furthermore, be
siMplified and made available to individuals and communi-
ties as uidance to assiat them in planning their protective
actions.

in the Department of Defense - Office of Civil Defense

official publication FALLOUT PROTECTION. h'at to Know and Do

About Nuclear Attack, it was subsequently stated:

"Many of the spaces in the central areas of large population
centers would be exposed to destruction by blast and fire In
the event of a nuclear attack. But the pattern of attack
cannot be predicted, and existing shelter is more widely
distributed.in relation to population than appears to the
casual observer. Further, this space Is immediately avail-
able, and the cost of Identification, marking, and stocking
is less than $4 per space."

Aft:r reviewing the Civil Defense program, the Military Opera-
tions Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Opera-

tions issued a report on May 31, 1962, which -"*echoed the

earlier recommendation made by the Advisory Committee on Civil

Defense:

"Analyses of hazard probabilities and damage should be
carried forward, not only on the basis of varying attack
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assumptions, but on assumptions of varying levels and kinds
of shelter protection--including protection against blast
and thermal 'as well as 'allout effects--in order to deter-
mine an optimum shelter program for the United States."

In March, 1965, the Office of Civil Defense issued Techni-

cal Memorandum 61-3 (Revised) defining a fallout shelter as "a

structure, room, or space that protects its occupants from fall-

out gamma radiation, with a protection factor of at least 40".

The memorandum also states:

"Detailed DoD studies of the lifesaving potential of fall-
out shelters indicate that for the current time frame and
for the foreseeable future, shelters with a protection
factor of 40 could save over 90% of these persons who would
otherwise die if unprotected against potential lethal
radiation levels. . . . Computations indicate that de-
creasing returns In added lives saved per added dollar
invested are obtained as PF's are increased significantly
above 40. On a nationwide basis, therefore, it would be
better life-saving potential per dollar for the same dollar
expenditure, to obtain more shelter space of lower PF than
only a few shelter spaces with a very high PF."

Guidance of the type suggested by the Academy Committee is still

not available, and there appears, at present, to be no plans for

making it available.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To design a shelter which offers its prospective occupar.ts

a reasonable prospect of survival in the event of nuclear

attack, It is necessary to make a quantitative estimate of the

levels of blast, t-..=1 pulst, intial radiation, and fallout
to which the shelter location could reasonably be subjected. To

this end, it is necessary to make an estimate of the numbers
and yields of weapons which would be detonated in the United
States, and to indicate where It is likely that they would be

detonated. Of particular importance to the urban population of

the Unite4 States -- which constitutes 70 percent of the total
population concentrated on 1 percent of the land area -- are

the number and yields of the weapons which might be deliberately

tar1geted to maximize population kill, and the criteria adopted
by the attacker for determining how these weapons should be

allocated to and within areas of population concentration.

It is argued that a targeting criteria which might be

adopted by a potential enemy in assigning a portion of his
nuclear delivery force for the purpose of maximizing population

fatalities would be to aim weapons in such a way as to include
the maximum number of persons within a blast level of at least

5 pounds per square inch (psi) overpressure. It is hypothesized
that the total cost of delivering a nuclear weapon over inter-
continental distances varies approximately as the 2/3 power of
Its yield. Since the area included within the 5 psi level for
an airburst or surfaceburst also varies as the 2/3 power. of the
yield, the total area included within the 5 psi level for a
given total cost for delivered weapons does not depend on the

yield of the individual weapons delivered.
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The area over which a single weapon exerts a blast level i
af at least 5 psi is taken as the "lethal" area of the weapon.

It Is assumed that the level of attack which might be de-

livered against population targets in the United States would

lie between that characterized by 100 1-MT weapons and 1000 1-MT

teapons. The lethal areas associated with these two attack

Levels are:

Surfacebursts Airbursts

100 1-HT weapons 2,380 sq. mi. 5,800 sq. mi.

1000 1-MT weapons 23,800 sq. mi. 58,000 sq. mi.

rhe total urbanized area of the United States covers approxi-

sately 25,000 square miles, or approximately the lethal area

tssociated with the alrburst of 430 1--MT weapons.

The lethal area associated with an airburst of a given

rield Is over twice that of a surfaceburst of the same yield.

Por attacks against urban population, it is in unsolved problem

is to whether or not a larger number of fatalities would be in-

,urred by rirbursts, with more fatalities from the initial

Pffcts of blast, heat, and initial nuclear radiation, or from

iurfacebursts with a smaller nuiber of fatalities from the

.mmediate effects, but with an uncertain number of casualties

The "lethal area* associated with a nuclear weapon burst Is
defined as the circular area, centered on the ground zero of
the burst, of such radius that the total number of persons In
a uniformly dense population which are killed from the blast,
heat, and initial nuclear radiation of the burst is equal to
the number of persona within the circle. If P(r) is the
probability that a person will be killed by the immediate
weapon effects as a function of distance r from ground zero,
then

Lethal area wo 2ar P(r) dr

It is a consequence of the definition that the total nber of
persons within the lethal area who are not killed Just equals
the total number outside who are killed.



due to fallout. Accordingly, the possibility of both airbursts

and surfacebursts must be taken into account when considering

shelter requirements In urban centers subject to direct attack.

Given an attack on the popilation of the United States,

the maximum number of persons would be included within the

lethal arta of the weapons emplicyed If the lethal area could be

allocated to those plac.n In the United States for which the

population density is equal to r greater than some minimum

population density Dmin and to no area for which population

density iM less than D. n . Dmin can be determined from the

total let @l area of the attack, and from a graph (Figure 9)

which shows the area of the United States for which the popula-

tion dermity is equal to or greater than any given density. The

portion of any given urbanized area targeted to tLe 5 psi level

way then be taken as the area within the local population

density contour on which the population density is Dal n . The

number of weapons assigned to this area is then chosen so that

their combined lethal areas are approximately those of the area
within tnepopulatior, density contour determined by Dmin*

For a given population concentration, there may be no

reason to presume that weapons would be aimed at particular

points within the area to be targeted (e,.g., at specific mili-

tary or indtrlsl targets). In that case, the probability of

s". ?vial In a shelter which protects to the X psi level and

which is loceted at random within the targeted area Is approxi-

mately the ratio of the area covered by X psi from any given

weapons burst to the area covered by 5 psi from the same weapon

burst. Under the targeting doctrine assumed, this probability

Is independent of weapon yield, r whether or not the weapon is

airburst or surfaceburst. Under the assumptions of this

targeting model, a 30 psi shelter will reduce the probability

of being killed in a targeted area to about 10 percent.
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For shelters subjected to blast levels greater than 30 -

iout one and a half times the radius of the fireball), it is

longer true that protection against -last and high levels of

;idual radiation (fallout) automatcally guarantees Fr:=ection

tinst initial nuclear radiation.

Fallout deposition patterns are highly unpredictable. The

Llout level at any point depends on the total, surfaceturst,

ision megatonage of all attacks against all targets whlh

itribute to the fallout at that point. The highest le7els of

sidual radiation of ccncerr to urban populations are likely

be experienced in and irrediately dcwnwind of large urbanized

!as subject to direct attack with multiple, high-yieli

?facebursts. Based on one of several fallout models currently

use, fallout ccr.taminatior. levels in the range of 5,01.-

,000 roentgens/hcur at 1 hour, corresponding to maximun blo-

;ical dose levels of 15,000 to 30,000 roentgens, miiht

isonably be anticipated in portions of an area attacked with

;urfaceburst 10-1T weapons, ear", deriving 50 percent of their

tld from fission.

Data are presented to enable, for any given level of attack
Pected against populations, a rough allocation of weapons

)ng each of the 213 principal urbanized areas in the United

Ites. The model and data indl:ate that the Washington (D.C. -

- Md.) urbanized area, with 1.8 zrllion persons and covering
3 square miles, would be allocated 3 1-MT weapons in an attack

&inst the population of the United States conslstirg cf 100

4T weapons airburst at optimum altitude. The model and data

licate this area would receive 12 1-MT weapons for an attack
sinst the United States consisting of 1000 I-MT surfacebursts.

each case the entire District of Columbia, consisting of 62

uare miles at an average density of 12,400 persons/square mile
subjected to blast leve's of at least 5 psi. For an attack

ainst the U.S. population with 300 1-MT airbursts, or 1000



141T surtaceburats, the model indicates that the entire
Washington urbanized area, including Rockvilles Maryland, could
anticipate blast levels of at least 5 psi.
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PART I - TARGETING ASSUMPTIONS FOR ATTACKS AGAINST POPULATIONS

A. THE PROBLEI

To design a shelter which offers its Rrospective occupants

a reasonable prospect of survival against fallout in the event

of thermonuclear war, it is necessary to make a quantitative

estimate of the likely level of all weapon effects - blast,

thermal, initial radiatioa, and fallout -- to which the shelter

location would be subjected In a nuclear attack. The reason is

simple enough: both the shelter and its occupants must with-

stand those weapon effects which precede the fallout. The

problem is to anticipate for any proposed shelter location,

both the right magnitude of effects, and the right combination

of effects. More precisely, the basis for shelter design and

operation must be a prudent and practical assessment of the

probability that the proposed shelter will be subjected to

various combinations and levels of weapon effects.

It is far from obvious that it is possible to develop use-

ful guidance of this type for every -- or even for any --

location in the United States. There are many strategies and

weapons available tc the enemy. Our knowledge of them is in-
complete, the problems change with time and with technological

developments, and much that happens in war is not in accord

with anybody's plan. Any place could be in the mile-across,

900-foot-deep hole created by the surfaceburst of a 30-MT war-

head, in which case no shelter would be of any avail. And, any

place could be largely untouched, even by fallout, in which

case no shelter would be needed.
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Neither of these latter assumptions would be a useful

basis for civil defen3e planning. This follows from straight-

forward but not obvious computations on the areas of'the

fallout, blast, and thermal effects of nuclear weapons, the

numbers of cities, towns, and military targets in the United

States, and the plausible number of deliverable weapons

possessed by any potential enemy. It has been recognized for

some time that even remote, rural areas must concern themselves

with the possibility of dangerous levels of fallout, and that

some cities could be subjected to direct attack, either because

they contain or are near to priority military targets, or

simply because they are centers of population and industry. Two

authoritative statements of targeting doctrine which offer an

informed appraisal of the ultimate threat to civil populations

have'been given by Secretary McNamara and Marshal SokoloVskii.

Secretary McNamara testified before the Senate Armed

Services Committee: 1

*The major mission of the strategic retaliatory forces is
to deter war by their capability to destroy the enemy's
war making potential, including not only his nuclear
strike force and military installations, but also his
urban society, if necessary."

Marshal Sokolovskii states In his book Soviet Mllitary

Strategy: 2

wWhat will be the characteristic features of a war of the
future from the point of view of its military-strategic
goals and the means of waging it?

1HearLn on the Department of Defense Appropriations for
FY 19 , U.S. House of Representatives, Part I, Page 110
(Secretary McNamara's statement given on February 7, 1963).

2 ptlitary Strategy, edited by V. D. Sokolovsk!-i (Voernaia
Strategila, V. D. Sokolovskii, Voennoe Izdatel'stvo
Kinisteitva Oborony, SSR, Moskva, 1962), translated by
Foreign Technology Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
(quote from Chapter IV).
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"On the basis of the above considered political and mili-
tary goals of the two camps, it may be assumed that the
belligerents will use the most deci3ive means of waging
war with, above all, the mass use of nuclear weapons for
the purpose of achieving ehe annihilation or capitulation
of the enemy in the shc.test possible time.

"The question ar'ses of what, under these conditions, con-
stitUtes the main military-strategic goal o;" the war: the
defeat of the enemy's a..ed forces as was the case in the
past, or the annihilaticn and destructioa of objectives in
the enemy zone of the Interior and the aisorganization of
the latter?

"The theory of Soviet military strategy gives the following
answer to this question: both of these goals should be
achieved simultaneously. The annihilation of the enemy's
armed forces, the destruction of objectives in the zone of
the Interior, the disorganization of the zone of the
Interior will be a single continuous process of the war.
Two main factors-are at the root of this solution of the
problem: first, the need to decisively defeat the agressor
n the shortest possible time, for which it will be ne:es-

sary to deprive him simultaneously of his military, polit-
ical, and economic capatilities of waging war; second, the
real possibility of achieving these goals simultaneously
with the aid of existing means of armed coirbat."

Assuming that some fraction of the nuclear striking force

of a possible enemy might be employed for the unhappy purpose

of killing people in the most efficient manner, what assumptions

should be made as to just how it would be used? In particular,

what criteria should the civil defense planner use as a guide

for determining which cities could reasonably be candidates for

direct attack? How far into the suburbs of such cities would

it be prudent for the shelter designer to concern himself with

blast and heat in addition to fallout, and with what levels of

blast, heat, and fallout? Given crude guidance on how many

bombs of what sizes might be expected to fall where, it then

becomes possible to utilize the detailed and important technical

Information on the fallout, radiation, and blast effects of

individual weapons given in such publications as The Effects of

Nuclear Weapons for determining shelter requirements, and eval-

uating shelter proposals. Without such guidance, the 70 percent

9



of the U.S. population which presently lives in urban areas has

no basis for assessing the merits of alternative protective

measures.

B. TAROETING FOR MAXIMUM POPULATION KILL

Determination of the burst locations of an attack designed

to maximize population fatalities depends on a number of condi-

tions and assumptions:

The number and yields of nuclear weapons allocated to the
destruction of urban targets,

The definition of a fatality, or more correctly the combi-
nation of weapon effects assumed to give rise to fatalities
over some defined period of time,

Tre active and passive measures which have been taken to
counter the effects of a population attack,

The distribution of population over the targeted area.

It is asumed here that population preparedness is the same as

currently exists in the United States, and that active defense

measures are not of such a character as to influence the

assumptions for passive defense planning. It Is further assumed

that the actual assignment of weapons is done in a way (de-

scribed later) which maximizes blast fatalities. This is done

without attempting to answer the question of whether or not

more persons might In fact be killed during the first day or two

by fire (as was the case in Hiroshima and Nagasakl), 1 or within

60 days by radiation, or within the first year by the ccmbined

effects of blast, fire, fallout, starvation, disease, exposure,

and general chaos. The reason for the assumption Is partly that

the effects of fallout, fire, and general chaos are both

uncertain and difficult to assess, and strongly dependent upon

'The Effects of Nuclear Weapons, paragraph 11.13-11.20, prepared
by the United States Department of Defense, published by the
United States Atomic Energy Commission, April 1962, Samuel
Glasetone, editor, U.S. Government Printing Office (weapon
effects-yield-distance relations, from Nuclear Bomb Effects
Computer accompanying publications).

10



wind and weather. Also, blast Is more dependable and decisire

against industry and military targets in populated areas than

are the other effects of airbursts or surfaceburst3.

The question then arises as to what likelihood of a blast

fatality should be assigned to a given level of blast over-

pressure. Here again simplifying assumptions are made which

may be better justified as an assu=ption for optimal targeting

than as a method of damage assessment. It is assumed that

everyone subjected to an overpressure level of 5 psi (or

greater) Is killed, and that everyone subje ted to less than 5
psi survives.

Thls assumption may be questioned on two counts: (1) the

selection of a Model with a single overpressure criterion for

determining a fatality, and (2) the choice of 5 psi as the

dividing line. Each of these assumptions Is examined briefly.

The 1949 edition of The Effects of Atomic Weapons 1 gave a

curve showing the percentage of survivors in Hiroshima as a

function of radial distance from ground zero: This curve is

reproduced as Figure 1, and redrawn In Figure 2 to show the

same phenomenon as a function of peak blast overpressure. It

is seen from Figure 2 that In this particular unwarned popula-

tion, the airburst of a 14-KT bomb2 caused casualties to begin

at an overpressure level of 3 psi, that at 5 psi there were 30

percent fatalities, and that even at 16 psi, 15 percent

evidently survived.

'he Effects of Atomic Weapons, prepared for and in cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Defense and the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission under the direction of the Los Alamos Scientlfit
Laboratory. Revised September 1950, Samuel Glanstone,
Executive Editor, U.S. Government Printing Office.
2RM4393 PR The Yield of the Hiroshima Bomb as Derived from

Pressure Records, H. L. Brode, September 1964.
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the same 48 states will have Increased in population to about

210 million persons (an increase of about 32 million persons,

or almost 18 nercent). Whereas in 1963 almost 70 percent of

the population lived in urbanized areas,1 by 1970 it Is esti-

mated that this figure will increase to about 80 percent.

In 1960, the urban population was concentrated in slightly

more than 1 percent of the land area of the country (Table 4).

The population of urbanized areas, something more than one-half

of the total, occupied less than 1 percent of the total land

area. Among urban places, the number of inhabitants per square

mile decreased as size of place decreased. For places of

1,000,000 Inhat4.tants or more, *he avei-age densi1y was 13,865
persons per square mile; for places between 100,000 and
1,000,000, average densities ranged between 4,000 and 6,000 per

square mile, and the average density for places of 2,500 to

5,000 was 1,446. In urban-fringe areas outside urban places,

the average density was 1,781 per square mile, and In rural
territory the denslty was 15. The average p^pulation density for

the 48 conterminous states was about 60 persons/square mile.

'From 1260 Census, Vol. I, op. cit.:
"Urban and rural residence.--According to the definition

adopted for use ift the 1960 Census, the urban population com-
prises all persons living In (a) places of 2,500 inhabitants
or more incorporated as cities, boroughs, villages, and towns
(except towns in New England, New York, and Wisconsin); (b)
the densely settled urban fringe, whether incorporated or unin-
corporated, of urbanized areas; (c) towns in New England and
township; in New Jersey and Pennsylvania which contain no
Incorporated municipalities as subdivisions and have either
25,000 Inhabitants or more or a population of 2,500 to 25,000
and a density of 1,500 persons or more per square mile; (d)
counties in States other than the New England States, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania that have no incorporated municipal-
ities within their boundgries and have a density of 1,500
persons per square mile; and (e) unincorporated places of 2,500
inhabitants or more. In other words, the urban population com-
prises all persons living in urbanized areas and in places of
2,500 inhabitants or more outside urbanized areas. The popula-
tion not classified as urban constitutes the rural population."

27



Table 4. POPULATION AND DENSITY The distribution of the
IN GROUPS OF PLACES CLASSIFIED

ACCORDING TO SIZE: 1960 1960 U.S. population Is shown In
Figure 11. A tatulation of U.S.

~ urbanized areas, ranked according

PON-* Wo or to Populations is shown in Table
5. Detailed statistics on the

001" s n 1. .1 . 64.014 .8 land areas, population , and pop-
1.00.M* "*"**"'" '*- . ulation densities --f the central

'~ '*'"6 ' 4 city and urban fringes of the
IW.s M.eM "A"A"., 2.110 4.111

*6.gg . ;..s :.101w 2.1i, 2.91 213 urbanized areas shown in
894 06j 2*0'r tt Table 5 are presented in Appendix

A. A summary of these statistics

S. .8W ijum .a2z Is presented in the graphs Of
686W SmIS.~ .8W.1 131 ~Figures 9 and 12.

The U.S. population data
'~" "" ~ 3.1111" sumarized above are not very

""13.0" satisfactory Inputs to the tar-
W6.66 to 3.M6.M6 11.11430016 t.#"6 9.41

,,.M to M.M .. .e geting model described in this

$40400 t M6AN W"~3*~3.1 paper. One is really interested
In the population densities

MM.8 to "An48 2.566 8.810
I1.0" 868 R.ma 86, which will pertain In 1970,

toW~'~ ~'' rather than those which existed

~ ~ .. ~, .7,, In 1960. Further, the definition

of urbanized areas,, and the scale
M11#40 A~wls" P. .1.W .*. on which densities were computed,
"56 .101 6 .15.5 1.185 IM were not devised for the purpose

9.168O*,,*,, ,,, .. for which they have been used
.6.416.8.66" " here* A treatment of U.S. census

statistics more directly oriented
- - -L to the needs of civil defenise is

given in OCD-OEP National '.oca-

tiara Code, but as yet without the presentation of land areas and

population densities in the central city and the urban fringe.
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Table 1. LETHAL RADII AND No one can know what frac-
IREAS FOR THE AIRBURSTS AND
SURPACEBURSTS OF A l-, 8- AN

64T- WEAPON deliverable megatonage would be

allotted to military and to
murban targets. It could depend

(gt~ i--, st,--.. MS on how the war started, and the

extent to which he believed the

civil population of his own

,,.m ,.o country had been deliberately

attacked. One can, howev r,
* wmake some high and low estimates

of the total weight of attack

intended for the destruction of

U.S. cities, and hypothesize

i et, , .. .,.. .- , some rough relations governing
a's,.'. the total cost -- and presumably

Ither-efore the total military
effort - of delivering weapons

%I am ALI a" -0 I* I@0o0
IW .,of different yield to obtain

some apiroximate tradeoffs be-
tween the number and yield of

weapons which migtt be used

a t us If the U.S. were subjected to direct population

attac .The assumption made here, and one which cannot be

Justified except by general arguments relating to the economies

of scale, is that the cost of a strategic weapon delivered over

Intercontinental distances varies approrimately as the 2/3
power of the yield.

Suppose now one has three weights of attack target against

a set of (urban) targets corresponding respectively, to the
delivery of

100 1-T bombs,
300 1-MT bombs,

1000 1-4T bombs.

18
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How would these attack levels translate into numbers or weapons
and total delivered negatonage If the same effort had been put
Into 8-MT boLbs or 4-4T bombs, it the total cost is held

constant?

Let C(Y) a cost per strategic weapon delivered.

Then C(Y) a C Y2 /] , where C1 is the cost o delivery of

a 1-4M weapon, and Y Is the weapon yield in MT.
Let B * Strategic ofensive budget for given level o

population attack.

B 1Then total number o weapons delivered U7 -3'
-Lr(Y) 1

toB ,B. -, 1/ 3
total yield delivered a Y x B

The equivalent numbers and
Table 2. SPECIFICATION OF
NMER OP WEAPONS AND TOTAL yields at weapons tar the three

YIELD FOR THREE LEVELS attack levels Indicated above
OF ATT'ACK would then be shown in Table 2.

m"e m, a,,. t .,,... .. There Is an interesting

M -- 000". 00 w eam-ww consequence of the assumptions.._________ concerning the cost of deliver-

m" Ls.t Iable weapons as a function of

M -, 6., , a""" individual weapon yield, and the
W f- Ie.' M u t" pl eli;,1( IRS "U tal o14 manner in which the lethal area

one= UM _ _or a weapon Increases with
M . 8m-- . 4 .W .- Re yield. Namely,, for a given

W ""I, . m an U.1 ft"' .N"'4 ., I fild expenditure, the combined lethal
.. M al _1 area of the weapons does not de-

.' a' pend on Individual wea)on yield.
s.....ws. I.Al o-A.e.I. 7.3 04.6s. nM '.&. That is, the lethal area Is the

SAMg "J 11.4 WatP . "on ". same for each attack level shown
.... __ ___ , in Table 2.
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It remains to determine how a given level of attack should
be targeted -- that is to say, the location of the ground
zeros - for attacks against people designed to maximize blast

fatalities. The basic criteria, discussed above, is that the

maxlmum number of persons be included within the 5 psi over-

pressure level.

The key element Is recognition that the essential factor

governing the allocation of weapons is the density of popula-

tion. It has been shown that for a given level of attack with

ailrbursts or surfacebursts, a fixed amount of lethal area has

to be distributed over the United States. Suppose now one has

a curve, such as shown in Figure 9, showing the area of the

United States for which the population density exceeds any

given density D. It may be noted that the maximum number of

persbs could be covered with a given total lethal area if this

area could be distributed in such a way as to cover all those

areas in the United States for which the population density

is greater than or equal to some minimum density Dain, and no

areas at all for which the density of population Is less than

Dm,. Further, the value of this D... would then be determined

from such a curve as that shown in Figure 9, together with the

total lethal area available. If then one wished to know how

mich of the total lethal area should be allocated to any given

metropolitan or urbanized area, it would suffice to determine

the population density contour around a given city within which

the population density is always greater than or equal to

DM~ja and to compute the area within this contour. The area so

determinel would be the optium lethal area to allocate to any

g1ven city. This lethal area could then be converted back,

from a knowledge of the lethal area of individual weapons, to

provide a rule for calculating the optimum number of weapons to

allocate to that particular city or uribanized area.

To be a strictly valid optimization procedure, this rule

would require that the lethal area of a weapon be able to take

20
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any shape to fit, without overlaps or gaps, within any popula-

tion density contour for which the population density is equal

to or greater than Dmin* It would also be necessary to utilize

only a fraction of a weapon in the event the area of a concen-

tration of population for which the D is equal to or greater than

D,, were less than a lethal area. For the concept of lethal

area to be applicable, however, the population density should

not vay significantly over linear distances comparable to the

lethal radius. That this is the case for the weapon yields

considered here (1, 8, 64 NT) can only be verified by a detailed

examination of population densities In U.S. urban areas. It

may also be noted, however, that since the cost per unit of

delivered lethal (blast) area is assumed not to vary with the

yield of the individual weapons, it is not unreasonable to

assume that for a given level of attack against population, the

yield of weapons for attack of a particular target would be

selected to cover a given area as uniformly as possible. If

one places weapon inside a contour where D is equal to or greater

than %i n in such a way that the circular lethal areas of indi-

vidual weapons are Just tangent to each other, then one may

argue that the gaps between the circular coverage are not too

serious Inasmuch as the locations not covered by 5 psi from any

single weapon will be covered by an overpressure somewhat less

than 5 psi from several weapons. But, whatever the approxima-

tions involved, the important and essential result is that a

slAple and direct criterion exists of deducing an o-timum, or

near optimm, allocation of weapons to any particular target

among all the competing targets in the country from (1) one

curve showing the area of the U.S.. for which the population

density exceeds any given amount, (2) a map of the particular

target of interest on which contours of constant population

density are Indicated, and (3) a second curve showing the area

within the target area for which the population density exceeds

any given amount.
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It shouild be emphasized, of course, that some cities, by

virtue of thin colocation with Important military targets or

important governmental control or industrial centers have a

strategic targeting importance for reasons other than population

se. Such cities might be attacked much more - or less --

heavily than Indicated by the model. It is also possible that

arguments can be made that the best way to disrupt a country

and kill it* population is to spread the attack much more widely

than indicat ed by the method proposed here on the grounds that

the longer range effects of starvation, disease, and economic

chaos would take a larger toll If no urban areas were left

physically intact. Further the model tells nothing about

whether or not an enemy might decide to seek to avoid population

fatalities or maximize them, or how much of his total military

effort would be allocated to the task of killing people if that

were one of his targetIng objectives. But it does provide

crude but important quantitative guidance to urban and suburban

populations ver se as to magnitude of the various weapon effects

to which they could reasonably be subjected In the event the

enemy targets in the simplest way to assure maximum prompt

populatlor kill.

C. ADDITIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE TARGETING MODEL

The model, as presented, leads to a number of interesting

side conclusions. First, the selection of ground zeros within

the minimu density contour is not directly Important. All that

matters Is that the weapons be laid down in such a way that the

entire area is covered with a minimum of gaps or overlaps.

There may, o course, be local reasons why particular points

within a ara would be a more profitable aim point. For

example, some might coincide with a higher concentration of

industry, or an important governmental seat, or a target of

direct military interest. Unless one assumes that a given metro-

politan area would be attacked with a single weapon whose

circular lethal area coincided approximately with the density

23



.contour to be targeted, or unless there are local reasons for

assuming the selection of specific aim points, one might assume

for the purpose of designing and locating shelters that.any

point within the contour indicating the density of population

to be targeted is as likely to be a ground zero as any other

point. Under this assumption the model gives an indication of

the potential value of constructing a shelter which will with-

stand a given overpressure level, provided the enemy targets

for maximum population kill on the assumption of an unsheltered

population. The value of the potential shelter protection so

afforded is, in fact, independent of the yield of the individual

weapons employed, or whether or not targeting (for blast kill)

is done on the basis of an airburst or surfaceburst. For

suppose the lethal radius of a single weapon corresponds to X

pals and that a shelter is built to withstand Z psi. Then if

11 1 is the lethal radius of a 1-MT weapon, the lethal area of a

Y-MT weapon will be w(RL1Y1/ 3 )2. If RZ1 is the distance to

which an overpressure of Z psi is experienced from a 1-MT

weapon, then w(RziYl/ 3 )2 will be the area over which this

overpressure is experienced from a Y-MT bomb. Thus the protec-

tion offered by the shelter capable of withstanding Z psi, and

located at random within the targeted area will be given by the

ratio

](~ L/3 )2  2Z

and this holds for both airbursts or surfacebursts. Assuming,

as before, that Hr1 corresponds to 5 psi, one can then plot

potential survival probability in a Z psi shelter provided that

targeting is done to achieve maximum population kill against an

unsheltered population. Such a curve is shown in Figure 10.

The value of achieving shelter protection in the range of 20-30

psi is immediately apparent.
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Finally, it may be noted that the targeting model he!'ein
proposed can still be applied if the population of certain

densely settled areas is sheltered to Any specified level of

blast protection provided the density tf population in the

sheltered areas is first assumed to be reduced by the same

ratio as plotted in Figure 10. This mans, for example, that

the effect of a 30 psi shelter, from the point of view ofan

eneoy targeteer trying to optimize fatalities in an unsheltered

population, Is to reduce the density of population in a

apecific area by a factor of 10. This would suggest that for a

given level of attack, some persons who would not be targeted

in an unsheltered population would then become logical targets

Aor direct attack. The total national casualties would decrease,

however, depending (Ira a complex way) on how many persons in

what areas were sheltered, and to what level of protection.
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Table 3.POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND OUTLYING
AREAS: 196C and 1950

lacrosse. 1950 to 190

i 1910 1950o Number 1 Percest

Tsui. 143,285,009 154.233.234 29.1.775s 8.

S ted Stts 179.323.175 11.325.7911 271.97317 16.1

Coterelefs Vafttd States 176141236 150.697.361 271765.115 16.4

Alaska 226.16? 128,543 97.$24 I S.$

swull 632.772 4" .794 132.11711 26.6

Cgowoelth of -erto Rics 2,349,544 2,216.703 13641 , 6.)

oftlyleareas or soverellaty or
Jorls letlee 1 ).4 1.6 2611.

vst"d States peestlee abroad 1,374,421' 4411645 flot'06 165.

D. THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES

The utility of the targeting model described -or that of

any other model -- depends in part on the distribution of the

population of the United States over the land area of the United

States. The principal characteristics of this population dis-

tribution, as abstracted from references,1 are here sum marized.

The data and conclusions given are all based on the 1960 census.

The principal factor to keep in mind when projecting these fig-

uares Into the future are that the U.S. population is not only

growing, but, as described below, Is becoming relatively more

concentrated.

On April 19 1960, the population of the 48 conterminous

states, with total land area of about 3 million square miles,

was 178, 464, 236 (see Table 3). By 1970 It is estimated that

1U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1960 Census,
Vol. 1. Charateristics of the alation, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C9 961
OCD-OEP National Location Code, prepared by the Bureau of the
Census for the Office of Civil Defense, Department of Defense,
and the National Resotxce Evaluation Center, Office of Emer-
gency Planning, 1962 (in 8 volumes), Unclassified.
Bureau of the Budgits Executive Office of the President,
Standard Netropolitan Statistical Areas, 1964.
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the same 48 states will have increased in population to about

210 million persons (an increase of about 32 million persons,

or almost 18 percent). Whereas In 1960 almost 70 percent of1
the population lived in urbanized areas, by 1970 it is esti-

mated that this figure will increase to about 80 percent.

In 1960, the urban population was concentrated in slightly

more than 1 percent of the land area of the country (Table 4).

The population of urbanized areas, something more than one-half

of the total, occupied less than 1 percent of the total land

area. Among urban places, the number of inhabitants per square

mile decreased as size of place decreased. For places of

1,000,000 Inhabitants or more, the average density was 13,865

persons per square mile; for places between 100,000 and

1,000,000, average densities ranged between 4,000 and 6,00C per

aqua" mile, and the average density for places of 2,500 to

5,000 Was 1,,446. In urban-fringe areas outside urban places,

the average density was 1,781 per square mile, and In rural

territory the density was 15. The average population density for

the 18 conterminous states was about 60 persons/square mile.

?rm 1960 Census. Vol. I, op. cit.:

"Urban and rural residence.-Atcording to the definition
adopted for use in the 1960 Census, the urban population com-
prises all persons living in (a) pl,.es of 2,500 inhabitants
or more Incorporated as cities, boroughs, villages, and towns
(except towns in New England, New York, and Wisconsin); (b)
the densely settled urban fringe, whether incorporated or unin-
corporated, of urbanized areas; (c) towns in New England and
townships In New Jersey and Pennsylvania which contain no
Incorporated municipalities as subdivisions and have either
25,000 Inhabitants or more or a population of 2,500 to 25,000
and a density of 1,500 persons or more per square mile (d)
counties In States other than the New England States, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania that have no incorporated municipal-
itiles within their boundaries and have a density of 1,500
persons per square mile; and (e) unincorporated places of 2,500
Inhabitants or more. In other words, the urban population com-
prisea all persons living in urbanized areas and in places of
2,500 inhabitants or more outside urbanized areas. The popula-
tion not classified as urban constitutes the rural population."
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ble . POPULATION AND DENSITY The distribution of the
GROUPS OF PLACES CLASSIFIED
ACCORDING TO SIZE: 1960 1960 U.S. population is shown in

Figure 11. A tabulation of U.S.

,eootlo urbanized areas, ranked according
_ too Sopo

am,.,, ",014 ,il* of to population, is shown in Table

it" $"me M1UM1?I 2 4 of 5. Detailed stAtistics on the

orMom 1.61108 1 30 land areas, population, and pop-

,. . ,.go.oo ,,.g,,, ,.m ,.m ulation densities of the central
.8 m.,w ,. '., ,. city and urban fringes of the

,. .m w i~e u.., a.m ,.,a

1. .w :,.2.M 3.0, ,.9,e 213 urbanized areas shown in

.. ,w.m ,,i..m.,a ,.,, a.,,, Table 5 are presented in Appendix
.WUH.W ,,.040.21, ,.m '' A. A lulwiary of these statistics
W to 160s 9.17S.114 Iwe I.M4

mo. .mo.rn ,.ua 1.4. is presented in the graphs of
W ft" loutt " 10.501.01 .1, 1.1 Figures 9 and 12.

The U.S. population data
010UU, U9 ,,, .e, ,.5, . summarized above are not very

W.M oW oes .40.8 ,.2- 3.80 satisfactory inputs to the tar-

,.m .m 1e.4.u ,., ... geting model described in this
,.10 1.-W ,,.,.m "z ~' paper. One is really interested

in the population densities

.A" .60 ."C.o, ,.0,, 1.$" which will pertain in 1970,
MO U ,,W 5.88.0w ,. ,. rather than those which existed

,, ,,.*., ,.,,, ,*., In 1960. Further, the definition
of urbanized areas, and the scale

logo d 8.414.600 'on which densities were computid,
, 0. W1W 1 08.16 3121 W" . were not devised for the purpose
.0 U fl.We ,.n,. e ,.we ,.,a

6. M.". ,.,,, 1.#41 for which they have been used
to0,.5 ,.,,.m .M ,.-" here. A treatment of U.S. census

N~l tornwpli . 414.e . aMw., 'S I

statistics more directly oriented

to the needs of civil defense is

given in OCD-OEP National Loca-

on Code, but as yet without the presentation of land areas and

pulation densities In the central city and the urban fringe.
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E. THE TARGETING MODEL APPLIED TO A SPECIFIC URBAN AREA

The 1960 population, land area, and population density of

the Washington (D.C., Md., Va.) urbanized area are listed in

Appendix A as follows:

Desity of
Land Area Population2

Urbanized Area Population Mf.2) (Persons/i.

Washington (D.C.,
Md., Va.) 1,808,423 340.0 5,308

Washington 763,956 61.4 12,2

Urban fringe 1,04,167 279.3 3,740

Further details on the character of this area as a population

target are provided by hne map of Figure 13, the population data

of Table 6, and by an estimate of the amount of this urbanized
area for which the population density exceeds any given amount

(Figure 14).
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Table 6. POPULATION STATISTICS FOR THE WASHINGTON
(D.C.9 ND., VA.)URBANIZED AREA, 1960 CENSUS
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Whic the POPIotion Density Excee&an Gin ~m i

The total lethal ar'eas(at the 5 psi level) or illustrative

Attack Levels 1,, 2 and 3 wore summarized in Table 2. These8263 My be translated into the mini population density to

be t&rgted throughout the whole Uni~ted States through the

Curve of Figure 9, and thence Into the area within theWashing on, D. C. urbanied area to be targeted through the
cure or Figure 14. The resultss together with the.nmber of
1-MT alrbtsts or Sufaceburts alloated to the Washington area
for each attack leel, assuinell weapons had a yield of 1 T
and all wore ether atrburt or sufacebupt are presented In

Table 7
Table 7 rhes that for the three Illustrative attack eVe1e

of Table 2 a ige of one-fouto th, an aa iuhin ll the
Washington u Cbanazed area ealtars tncludin all of the District

c34 fFgr ~ Tersls oehr ihte ubro



Table 7. WEAPONS ALLOCATION of Columbia - might reasonably
TO THE WASHINGTON URBANIZED be considered subjected to a

AREA FOR ATTACKS WITH
1-4T WEAPONS blast overpressure of at least

5 psi (and therefore to a thermal

%VW 6 , It A I pulse of 50 cal/cm2). The total
..... .Now) number of 141T weapons allocated

, to this area is seen to lie be-

W" " tween 3 and 12, depending on t.e

alum level of the attack and whether
or not targeting was done on the

basis of alrbursts or surface-

-... bursts. The actual ground zero,

for any given type and level of
'"' us as , attack, could be selected in a

Uttei b~e

. *-varety of ways and still subject
,1 M appoximtely the sam number of

ft -,91 . er= to 5 pal.

, It would be possible to be
mre precise as to the most de-

sirable ground zeros provided there were population density
contour maps of the Washington urbanized area In which the
Gensit at any given point is defined as the number of persons
included wfith2n a weapon's lethal area centered on that point.
Use of the lethal area as the unit of area for density computa-
tional purposes would smooth out the substantial density
variations between nearby ccmunitles when a square mile is the

unit area. ThIs means that thre would be different population
densty contours for weapons of different yield, and for weapons
of the same yield, depinding on whether or not they were air-

burst or surfaceburst.

From the estimate of area to be targeted shown in Table 7
and the lethal areas of the 8- and 64-XT weapons shown in Table
1 It could be concluded that from 1 to 3 8-NT weapons, or (for
Attack Level 3) even a single (surfaceburst) 64-M weapon would
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not be an unreasonable assigrnment of megatonage to the Washing-

ton urbanized area. It al3o follows that a combination of l-

and 8-NT weapons (with combined lethal area equal to the area of

the density of population to be targeted) or a combination of

alrbursts and surfacebursts could reasonably be included in a

potential enemy's. targeting for this area. Needless to say;

under the assumption of an attack on populations, these weapons

ould be scheduled to arrive in many different ways, from many

different sources, and at "Lried intervals after the commence-

snt of hostilities. Under the conditions of war, all, or none,

or *am fraction of those scheduled to be delivered might in

fact be delivered, and those that arrived might or might not

arrive with sufficient warning for the immediate population

effected to take shelter.

The most impbrtant result of the analysis from the point of

view of shelter design considerat "on is that an attack on popu-

lation does not necessarily result in a single bomb being

ta Mted at the center of each metropolitan area with total pop-

Ulation exceeding some given number of persons. Some cities may

receive no bombs at all, and others may receive a great many.

For example, for a surfaceburst attack on populations with 300
1-U bombs, approximately half the 213 urbanized areas listed In

Table 5 would be allocated no weapons at all, whereas Los Angeles

would be targeted with about 21. These assignments would change

as the attack level and weapon yield are varied. But the threat

to urban populations - which by 1970 will include 80 percent of

the 0.3. population - is much greater than that to rural popu-

lation, and or some urban concentrations -- notably the larger

ones - It Is much greater than others. For the Washington

(D.C.* Xd., Va.) urbanized area, viewed as a population target,

the effectiveruess of fallout shelters is in attack designed to

smaxialse population fatalities would likely depend on their

ability -- and th&t or the people in them -- to withstand blast

In the rang of 5 to 30 psi (see Figure 10) and the associated
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thermal effects as well as subsequent fallout. This does not

necessarily mean, all things considered, that it is not worth-

while to locate and provis6-on fallout shelters in large urban

areas. A full and excellent dlscussicn of the benefits ajId

limitations of such a program has been recently given by

Secretar7 McNfmara,1 and is reproduced in its entirety in

Appendix . The present treatment Illustrates some f th

implications of the Secretary'-* remarks when considered from

the differing point of view of persons in the 213 largest

urbanized areas of the United Stat s listed in Table 5.

1Hearings on the Department of Defense Appropriations for
FY 1964, U.S. House of Representatives, Part I, Page 110
(Secretary McNamara's statement given on February 7v 1963).
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IPRT II. ThE INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF INITIAL
AND RESIDUAL RADIATION

A. CONSIDERATIONS

In contrast to the blast and thermal effects of nuclear

weOns, the initial gamma rays and neutrons from a nuclear

burst, and the delayed gama and beta rays from fallout are a

threat to biological systems, but not to structures. The

hasard is complex and subtle in that the potentially harmful
relaations are not sensed by the body and the many different
biologeal effects are delayed in time from an hour or so to

man years following exposure. The Individual fallout

part cles,. which contain the radioactive byproducts of the

fisnion and fusion processes imbedded in or on a mass of inert
materials, cover a wide range in size. Some are as big as

gr!ns of sand, others as small as particles of dust. In highly

contaminated areas, the total bulk of fallout materia. deposited

frm a surfaceburst would be clearly visible in daylight as long
as Iteorological conditions permit the particles to settle and
be retalned'on foliage or on smooth surfaces. It is very diffi-
cu lt to predict when the fallout will come to earth, but it is

known that potentially lethal concentrations of radioactivity

can be deposited hundreds of miles from the point of detonation,
and that it can cover an area an order of magnitude greater than
the area where fatalities are produced by blast. The hazard

persists in time. Although the Immediate and greatest danger is

from gama (X-ray like) radiations Xrom the fallout particles,

these particles also emit beta rays (electrons) which can cause

burns If fresh fallout comes in contact with the skin and Is not
promptly washed off. There are several short- and long-lived
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radionuclides among the fission products - notably 1-131 (half-

life 8 days), Sr 90 (half-life 28 years), and Cs-137 (half-life

30 years) -- which can produce an internal hazard via the food

chain-

The type and amount of radioactive material which may be

deposited in an area where shelters are to be constructed

affects shelter design directly by indicating the amount of

shielding necessary to hold radiation exposure of the shelter

occupants to within specified limits, and indirectly by in-

fluencing the length of time the shelter must be occupied, con-,

tinuously or partially, to hold dose levels within 3pecified

limits. Shelter stay times are also affected by fallout levels

In other than the immediate area of the shelter, and by the

level of radiation exposure which is to be permitted over

various intervals of time. In fact, almost every way in which

fallout affects civil defense activities outside the shelter

has an influence on shelter stay times, and thus on the space

requirements within the shelter for food, supplies, and

equipment.

In developing estimates as to the levels of blast, thermal

pulse, and initial nuclear radiation that might reasonably be

anticipated At specific locations in the United States in the

event some fraction of a nuclear attack on this country were

targeted in such a way as to maximize population fatalities,

the principal variables are the numbers and yields of the

Xeapons employed, whether they are assumed to be burst In the

air or on the surface, and the targeting criteria.

Comparable estimates of the external gamma doses and dose

rates from the fallout involve additional Important uncertainties:

eThe speed and direction of the wind at all altitudes up to
the top of the mushroom cloud, and at all locations through-
out the United States,

oPrecipitation patterns throughout the Urited States,

.The level and distribution of attack on military targets,
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* The fraction of the total yield of each weapon due to
fission,

*A method of estimating the distribution and deposition
times of the radioactivities from a single surfaceburst,
when all the factors listed above are specified precisely.

Large uncertainties and variations In estimates of fallout

doses and dose rates at specific locations are Introduced by

each of these factors, In addition to the uncertainties present

in estimates of the distribution and intensity of the immediate

effects.

B-= RADIATION DOSE UNITS 1

The effect of nuclear radiations on a biological system Is

expressed in terms of an 'absorbed dose'. The rad is defined
as the absorbed dose of any nuclear radiation which is

accompanied by the liberation of 100 ergs of energy per gram of
absorbing material. Although all Ionizing radiation (gamna
rays, X rays, beta rays, neutrons, protons, alpha particles,
etc.) are capable of producing similar biological effects, the

absorbed dose measured In rads whJch will produce a certain

blolog*Ical effect may vary appreciably from one typt of radia-
tion to another. This difference In behavior is expressed by
mans of the 'relative biological effectiveness" (RBE) of a

particular nuclear radiation. The RES is defined as the ratio

of the absorbed dose in rads of gammha radiation to the absorted
dose In rad of the given radiation having the same biological

effect.

The value of the RBE for a particular type of nuclear radi-

ation depends on several factors, including the energy of the

radiation, the kind and degyee of biological damage, and the

nature of the organism or tissue under consideration.

€igcea Weapons. cit., Paragraph 11.80 et seq;
and RAND R-425-PR A Review of Nuclear Explosion Phenomenon
Pertinent to Protective Construction, H. L. Brode, May 1964.



The rem is defined as (dose in rads) x (RBE).

The roentgen is a measure of radiation exposure dose froM

ma or X rays (ar opposed to absorbed dcse), and is defined

:he quantity of X or gamma radiation such that the associated

)uscular emission per 0.C01293 grams of air produces, in air,

i carrying one electrostatic unit of electricity. (The mass

)ne cm3 of dry atmospheric air is 0.001293 grams at 00 C and

mm of mercury pressure.)

The RBE for gamma rays Is approximately unity, by defini-

i, although it varies somewhat with the energy of the

Lation. Because one roentgen exposure dose gives rise to

it one rad absorbed dose in tissue for photons of Inter-

Late energy (0.3 to 3 mev), the absorbed dose for gamma (or

rays is often stated, somewhat loosely, in roentgens.

The RBE for beta particles is close to unity. The RBE for

ia particles from radioactive sources has been variously re-

:ed to be from 10 to 20, but this may be too large. For

Lear weapon neutrons, the PBE ror acute radiation injury is
-taken as one, but It is appreciably larger where the bic-

Lcal effect considered is the formation of opacities of the

i of the eye (cataraacts).

SQUIVALENT PESIDUAL DOSE (BIOLOGICALLY EFFECTIVE DOSE)

Human exposure to fallout radiations can lead to different
ts of biological damage;

a. Sickness or death within 2 hours to 6 monthz, depending
on the total dose delivered and the dose rate and time
Interval over w.Ach it is delivered,
b. Shortening of life and the development of various kinde
of malignant neoplasms from I to 20 ,;ears following
exposure,

c. Changes in the genetic material of the iadi-idual ex-
posed which may result in the genetic death of a future
descendant -- perhaps many generations later -- and/or in
some degree of physical disability to several descendants.
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Damages of Types b and c are probably also dependent on the

dose rate and the time interval over which the dose is delivered,

but to a lesser extent than the type of injury listed under a.

The notion of biological dcse or equivalent residual dose

(EID) Is an attempt to equate the clinical manifestations of

radiation Injury of Type a resulting from a protracted dose

(i.e.. a dose delivered over a period greater than about four

days) with a brief dose (a dose delivered over a period less

than tour days). The assumptions made for computing the equiva-

lent residual dose may be described as follows. Any radiation

dose my be considered as consisting of two parts, a reparable

dose, Dt, and an irreparable (permanent) dose, Dp. The irre-

parable dose, Dp, consists of 10 percent of the total dose.

The reparable dose, DR, is constantly being repaired by the body

at a rate of about 2-1/2 percent per day. Thus if r(t) Is

the dose rate in roentgens/hour,

d D- 0.1 r(t)

dtD1  0.9 r(t) - 0.00104 DR

At any time after Irradiation stops, the dosage which has

been accumulated over a period of time is assumed to correspond,

In itd clinical manifestations, to a brief dose - D+ + DR .

The Implications of this concept is that one-tenth of any

dose accumulated is perm&nn-.t as regards damage of Type a

above, and that the effect of the remaining nine-tenths of the

accumUated dose is constantly being repaired in such a way that

amy time Irradiation stops, only one-half of the reparable dose

will remain after 30 days.

The decay rate from a given amount of fallout deposited on

tho ground is s.ch that the equivalent residual dose accumulated

at a point three feet above the ground from one hour following
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etonation reaches a maximum at about four days following de-

onation and this maximum is approximately equal to the four-day

otal dose. If the equivalent residual dose is computed

tarting six hours after detonation, It reaches a maximum at

bout one week following detonations and this maximum is approx-

mately equal to the total dose accumulated from six hours to

no week. Since the total dose from six hours to four days is

bout 90 percent of the total dose from six hours to one week,

nd an even larger fraction of the one-week dose is accumulated

rom one hour to four days the maximum biological dose from any

allout deposited between one and six hours (or thereabouts)

Ill be approximately equal to the total dose accumulated during

he first week.

The clinical features of radiation injury of Type a

esulting from various levels of brief or equivalent residual

oses are deicribed in Appendix C.

. INITIAL NUCLEAR RADIATION

The initial nuclear radiation from a weapon burst is de-

Ined as that emitted by a weapon burst and its radioactive by-

roducts within one minute from the instant of detonation. As

civil defense hazard, it consists of high-energy gamma photons

nd neutrons. For a 20-KT device, about 80 percent of the total

arma dose received id delivered within three seconds. For a

-M device, 80 percent is delivered in about eight seconds.

he neutrons are released essentially instantaneously.

Table 8. INITIAL DOSE VERSUS An estimate of the relative

DISTANCE - 1 NT contribution to the total dose

(in rads or rems) from the 1ni-
sb.-, ge. e..--.. wed. "so--- tial gamma photons and neutrons

.e19 00 is shown in Table 8.U.S I I .O ,.,U

. .MI
,.,. 35.5 ~3..W. ,An important feature Of the

Be. & so * Is , ,. ,f." .#PW . initial gacma radiation ast1**= . I , .. 01 1et ee c€SS"t.16a1 oo a**$ 00 p. 14 oft t c~ot.

opposed to the residual
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radlation Is the greater penetrability of the initial nuclear

radiation. The tenth-value thickness of earth for initial gamma

radiation Is about 26 inches, whereas it is cnly 12 inches for

the residual gamma radiation. The overall radiation reduction

(protection) factor for a given thickness of earth for each of

these two types of radiation is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows the initial nuclear radiation and over-

pressure as a function of range and yield for a surfaceburst.

According to Figure 16, the initial nuclear radiation from a

1-4T surfaceburst is less than one rem whenezer the overpressure

is less than 5 psi. However an overpressure (of 30 psi (the

approximate radius of the fireball) corresponds to an initial

dose of 10 rem, and an overpressure of 100 psi to an initial

dose of about 2.6 x 10 rem, for a 1-M burst.

These estimates are qualified in the Effects of Nuclear

Weagons as follows (par. 8.27):

wThe data are based on the assumption that the average
density of the air in the transmission path, between the
burst point and the target, is 0.9 of the normal sea level
density. Because of variations in weapons design and the
different characteristics of the gamma rays associated
with fission and fusion, as well as for other reasons (par.
8.85) the gamma ray doses calculated from Figs. 8.27 a and
b cannot be exact. For yields from about 1 to 100 kilo-
tons TNT equIvalent, they are reliable within a factor of
two or so; from 100 kilotons to 1 megaton, within a factor
of 5; and above 1 megaton, within a factor of about 10.0

The data of Figures 15 and 16 illustrate an important con-

sideration for the design of blast shelters in the 30 to 100 psi

range; namely, that protection against blast and residual radi-

ation does not automatically guarantee protection against initial

radiation. Suppose, for example, a 30 psi shelter has a PF of

1000 against residual radiation -- i.e., the protection equiva-

lent to about 36 inches of earth. The same thickness of earth

'Prom Fig. 2.16, discussion p. 46, USAEC CEX-62.2 Nuclear Bomb

Effects Computer, Fletcher et al, February 1963.
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mcertainties in the initial radiation dose level noted above.

Purther, they are based on a 1-MT surfaceburst. They do illus-

;rate, however, the necessity to take initial radiation into

tccount when designing blast shelters in the 30 to 100 psi

mange, and the very large amount of shielding that may be re-

luired to protect against initial nuclear radiation at these

.evels of blast.

:. RESIDUAL NUCLEAR RADIATION

Residual nuclear radiation is defined as that radiation

mitted from the radioactive byproducts of A nuclear explosion

.ater than one minute from the instant of the explosion. The

ources and characteristics of this radiation vary with the per-

:entage contribution of fission and fusion to the ener release

ff the weapon. Those radioactivities induced by neutron capture

n earth and bomb materials are of immediate interest only in

reapons whose fission fraction is less than about 10 percent. 1

therdise, as shown later, the gamma radiation they emit is

ominated by that from the fission products.

When uranium (or plutonium) undergoes fission, about one-

enth of I percent of the mass of the fissioning atoms is con-

*erted. to energy. The rest is accounted for by over 200

ifferent isotopes of 36 different elements. Each fissioning

ranium atom gives rise to a pair of fission products whose mass

s almost that of the unsplit atom. For each kiloton of energy

For some weapons, neptunium 239 (half-life 2.3 days, average
gamma photon energy - 0.27 mev) may be created in such
quantity as to constitute a significant hazard in addition to
the fission products. See Table 10.

8
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Maint different mathematical models of varying degrees of
complexity have been developed to predict when and where the
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particles of different sizes will be redeposited on the earth.

It is evident that the answer must depend on the speed and

direction of the winds,, or more exactly, on the speeds and di-
rections of the wind at different altitudes and different

locations of the fallout pattern. The results of the various
models differ widely,1 and no one is sure which model is more
correct or whether or not any of them are sufficiently accurate
to give a reliable estimate of hat doses and dose rates will
actually be experienced at various locati-ns on the ground at

various times following a nuclear detonation.

An Illustration of the difference between a predicted and

an actual fallout pattern is shown in Figure 19.

In spite of the great difference possible betweea pre-

dicted and actual fallout patterns, it is assumed that idealized

patterns are useful as an indication of the shapes and levels of

fallout deposition patterns which could reasonably be antici-

pated as a result of surfacebursts of different yields, under

different conditions of wind. It should be noted that currently

avallable fallout models assume that no precipitation or

irregular wind conditions occur in the area where the fallout

particles are deposited.

F. POSES AND DOSE RATES FROM A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF FISSION
PRODUCTS ON THE GROUND

It Is a ieomon assumption of most fallout models that only

the fission product radioactivity will be directly considered

In the computations, and that the fission products will be

considered unfractionated - that is, the relative concentra-

tons of the many different radionuclides pre*ent in any sample

of fallout are the same as for the radioactive debris taken as a

whole.

1T2D-7632 Radioactive Fallout from Nuclear Weapons Tests, pro-
ceedIngs or aconference held -n Germantown, aryland.,
Iovember 15-17, 1961 "SAEC.
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With this assumption, th~ere exists a simple* time-invariant
scriptioa~ of the failcut contamination level at a given loca-

on, naxely the number of kilotons-equivalent of fis3sion
oducts deposited per unit vrea. External gamma dose rates
d accumulated doses three feet above a smooth, Infinite plane
ntaminated to a level of 1 KT per square mile are shown In
ble 9.



Table 9. GA~MA DOSE RATE AND ACCUMUUTED DOSE 3 FEET
ABOVE A WOO0TH, INFINITE pLANE a
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S AN5 2 linb .IA M 11.1 617

2.021055 ap 1.11 a WS~ II.5*9

eheSU141 Utl Iwoet . " 8t I3...

A alternate, time-independent method or describing a
fallout contamination level is in terms of the roentgens/hour
'infinite plane dose rate, normalized to cnii hour - that Is
mininlg that all the fallou~t which is eventually deposited at

a givn location has in fact teen ftposlted at one hour
following Us* detonation. The relation between those two de-
scrIptions Is Indicated in Tab~le 9; i.e.,p I JT/mL.2 *3720 r/hr

at 1 hr.
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Table 10. APPROXIMATE CONTRIBUTIONS OF I.VUCED ACTIVITIES
AND FI3SION PRODUCTS TO FALLOUT INFINITY DOSE

I |f~se_1w' Rf cost I?, ontgens_

I verage N.'/ $Srfts oby t' ,- tivrst S rftcefowrst

Aci0lt.Llf. Otsoitegrozion LOw Typical Sigh Low Typical, 419h Typical
U-240. 14.2 hrs. 9.34 0 Io . It 40 300

Mg-2S IS bps. 4.l so zSo #- I 10

I 2-.39 J-34 dys 0.11 56 t" 40 2SO "a

0-237 &.IS days 0.16 3S 1S0 3S,4 3S 150 3S

F*-S9 4S.1 days 1.10 0 1 I @1 1 2

Co-se 72 days 0.97 1 2 t 2 IS
Ce-S 27 O days 0.13 0 10 10

-S 300 days 0.04 1 3 38 1 3 30

,-G S.3 yrs. 2.S0 3 to N 3 i0

ft-S 2.6 %rs. 114 is O a 0

fetal leduced _ _37 - 442 S"O

Fisslee Products G1M0 -e #

NOTE: Normal w*apon assued 5( 6tvcwwt fissiom yield. Clean e0p3" 1isu66 S prcent
fission yield. Wtsston prodicts assumed oafractiosated. Infinity doat a dose
free I hour to - hours.

SOtCl: USAEC Eto r61 Gavmed Doses 4ed tk! s Rates free te 7uallout fro- Nuclear Eale-
S'oni, H. A. Knapp. FaF TiM u dt e$ Braai€mbT d*io$y d~d 1 licina ,IjT.
TM, reprinted P. 527 at sq. Ntarifns a. Civil Defense befr'e a Subcouitt&tV
of the Ccmttete On Gevernae~t O9orat;uas, Uti Congress. arch 1W).

It is clear from Table 9 that the doses and dose rates

irperienced at a given location at various times following a
iuclear burit will depend very much n how Ion- it take- for

ll the fallout which is going to be deposited at a particular

Location to be deposite'd. Fall 5ut deposition t1mes, as with

)ther features of the fallout models, are subj ect to large un-

:ertalnties. At aeas close to the point of deZonaticn (say

Lu areas of 30 psi overpressure or more) sc--e fallout (or

;hrowout) will begin within Dinutes. At greater distances --

Lt is estimated' that the time of fallout arrival is about 24

ainutes. One hundred miles fr-om the point of detonation the

rallout may not begin for 4 to 6 hours and it may last for

;eiveral hours.

ALn estimate of the approximate contribution of induced

tctivities to the Infinity (approximate 1 year) dose freo clean

knd normal weapons is shown in Table 10.

T.. Effects of Nuclear Weapons, op cit., par. 9.84o



0. CONTAMINATION LEVELS AN- AACUMULATED DOSES IN AN IDEALIZED
FALLOUT iATERN: CALIN 3 WITH YIELD AND WIND

Fallout particles of a size large enough to be visible

against a white sheet or paper -- say those with diameters in

excess of 50 microns1 -- are for the most part deposited within

24 hours from the time of detonation. They contribute the most

immediate and most predictatle threat from the fallout of a

single-weapon burst. That portion of the fallout which occurs

within 24 hours is (somewhat arbitrarily) called early fallout,

as opposed to delayed fallout which cccurs after 24 hours. It

is the doses and dose rates from early fallout which one

attempts to define with an idealized fallout pattern. For land

surfacebursts in the megaton range, it is estimated that from

50 percent to 70 pe:cent of the radioactivity created by the

nuclear explosion will be deposited as early fallout.

Sample fallout patterns from the fallout model described

in The Effect of Nuclear Weapons are shown in Figures 20 and 21,

Figure 20 illustrates how the total doze may accumulate during

the first 18 hours following detonation. Figure 21 shows the

time-invariant level of contamination, and may be used in con-

Junction with Tal.le 9 to obtain accumulated doses and dose rate!

once all the fallout at a given location has been deposited.

The dose rates and doses shown in Figures 20 and 21 are

for a 1-MT surfacebu. t of 100 percent fission yield. They

must be scaled down by a factor equal to the fraction of the

total yield due to fission. This fraction is normally taken as

1/2 for illustrative purposes, although fractions as low as 1/3,

and as high as 2/3 indicate the general range of uncertainty

introduced by this factor.

11 micron -10-6; meter 10- 3 millimeter.
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An important factor to consider in connection with the

fallout contours given in Figure 21 is how they scale with

yield and wind. This is described in The Effect of Nuclear

Weapons as follows:

"In order to obtain the idealized fallout pattern for a
fission yield of F megatons, the values of the various
contour lines in Fig. 9.73 =ay be multiplied by F. Thus,
for a weapon having a total yield of 1.1 megatons with 50
percent of the energy derived from fission, the factor
would be 0.5M. This scaling procedure, although highly
simplified, gives reasonably good results for surface
bu.sts from about 100 kilotonz to 12 meatcns fissicn
yield. However, the higher values of dose rate (and dose)
are probably overestimated for fission yields in excess of
I megaton. Except for isolated points in the immediate
vicinity of ground zero, observations indicate that unit-
time reference dose rates greater than about 10,000
roentgens per hour are unlikely. A possible reason is
that as the weapon yield increases so also does the initial
volume of the radioactive cloud; hence, the maximum concen-
tration of activity in the cloud does not change very much
with the yield. The fallout contamination moderately near
ground zero, where the dose rate is high, will thus not
increase in proportion to the yield, as the sample scaling
law given here implies. At greater distances downwind the
law is much more reliable because as a result of spreadIng
by the wind, the initial cloud volume has relatively little
influence on the concentration of fallout on the ground.
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*9.76 It should be noted that the proportional scal-
ing procedure makes no allowance for the effect of the
total I.e., fission plus fusion, yield; thus it predicts
te same fallout patterr for a 1-megaton all-fission
detonation as for a 2-megatzn 50-percent fission explosion.
Actually, the unit-time reference dose rate near ground
zero might be somewhat smaller in the latter case because
the same amount of radioactivity would be spread through% a
larger volume of the initial cloud. At greater distances
downwind from the burst point the effect of the initial
cloud concentration is small, as indicated above. Further-
more, at such locatins the dilution effect may be compen-
sated by the fact that the cloud from the 2-megaton
explosion will probably rise higher, thus increasing the
distances at which particles from the same relative
position In the cieud will -each the ground.

"9.77 As stated in 9.65, the effective wind speed
and direction are the mean values from the ground up to a
certain level in the radioactive cloud, depending on the
total yield of the explosion. As a very rough approxima-
tion, the atmospheric layers over which the wind is to be
averaged as a function of the weapon yield, are as
'follows:

Total yield Layer

Less than I MT Surface to 40,000 feet
1 MT to 5 MT Surface to 60,000 feet
More than 5 MT Surface to 80,000 feet

These values should be adequate for the rough evaluation
of hypothetical fallout situations based on the idealized
patterns. More elaborate prediction schemes take into
consideration the winds at different level3 instead of a
single average effective wind.

"9.78 If there is no directional wind shear, then
doubling the wind speed would cause the particles of a
given size to reach the ground at twice the distance from
ground zero, so that they are spread over roughly twice
the area. Based on this conclusion the following scaling
laws ma, be used in connection with the idealized fallout
pattern: (a) the unit-time reference dose-rate value for
each contour in the 15-mile-per-hour wind velocity pattern
In Fig. 9.73 is multiplied by 15/v where v is the actual
effective wind velocity in miles per hour and (b) the
downwind distances in Fig. 9.73 are multiplied by v/15.
For a 30-mile-per-hour wind, for example, the contour
values would be halved and the distances doubled.

"9.79 It will be apparent that in scaling for either
yield or wind speed the values of the dose-rate contours
re changed. The scaled downwind extent for any given
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contour valu- may readily be obtained by plotting the
scaled dose rates versus the scaled downwind distances cn
logarithmic graph paper and reading downwind Jistances
corresponding to the desired contour value fr:m the re-
sulting smooth curve.

"Both the idealized 15-mile-per-hour pattern In Fig. 9.73
and the wind scalingr procedure tend to maxim.ze the down-
wind extent of the dose-rate contours since n-.ey involve
the postulate that there is very little (or n:) wind
shear. This is not an unreasonable assumpti:n for the
continental United States, since the wind shear iZ gsner-
ally small at altitudes of interest from the standpoint of
fallout. If there is considerable wind shear, e.g., 200
or more in the lower half of the mushroom head, the fall-
out pattern would be wider and shorter than that based on
Fig. 9.73. The actual unit-ti.-e reference d:se rate at a
specified downwind distance from ground zero for a given
effective wind speed would then be smaller than predicted.
The crosswind values at certain distances migh-t, however,
be increased.

"It may be noted that the method for wind scaling de-
scribed in 9.78 may be approximated by another procedure;
the reference dose-rate contour values are left unchanged
but the distances in Fig. 9.73 are multiplied by (v/l)i/2.
If considerable wind shear exists, a better pproximation
may be obtained by using the factor (v/15)1/3 . The results
of this approximation are not reliable for d:se rates
greater than about 1,000 roentgens per hour for reasons
similar to those given In 9.75."

The ENW model described above differs in a number of ways

with a more comprehensive and detailed model developed by Pugn

and Gallano1 and subsequently modified by Pugh in 1961 in con-

Junction with a Fallout Subcommittee of the Advis:ry Committee

on Civil Defense, National Academy of Sciences, for use by the

National Resources Evaluation Center.2 A tabulation of the

WSEG-NAS model results for a number of yields and wnds of

interest is presented in Appendix D.

IWSEG Research Memorandum No. 10, An Analytic Model of Close in
Deposition of Fallout for Use in uperational-Ty;e Studies,
George L. Pugh, Robert J. Gallano, October 1959.

2 erber, Gilbert J. and Heffter, J. L., A Compari.sn of Fallout
Model Predictions with a Consideratlon of Wind Effects, p. 122,
et seq., AEC TID-7632.
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One difference between the V!'d and WSEG-NAS models is that

the maximum H*1-hour i," rte In the .SEQ-NAS model Is not

jtt00 r/;- a: I hr. For example, the WSEG-NAS

tt "4Lates an H+i-hour cont:;r of 30,000 r/hr at 1 hr.

o'l a 742 square mile area for a 100-MT 100 percent fission

surfaceburst, a 10-knot wind, and an effective fallout shear of

0.1 knot per 1000-foot altitude.

H. METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR USE W:T.f FALLOUT PREDICTION MODELS

The principal Information needed to apply the models de-

scribed above to determine the fallout at any d signated point

Is:

*The yield, fission yield, and burst points of the weapons
contributing fallout to that point,

oThe effective wind speed and direction (and for the WSEG-
NAS model, the effective fallout shear) at the points of
detonation of the weapons contributing fallout to that
point.

The wind speed and direction could, of course, be almost

anything- There are, however, seasonal regularities in wind

conditions at given places throughout the countr. These are

described In some detail in Chapter 5 of DOD-OCD Federal Civil

Defense Guide.1 The most important data and discussicn are

reproduced In Table 11 and in the following paragraph:

"Daily Variability

It should be noted that the data in Table XI, this report,
and Figures 9 through 13 represent mean or averaged data,
based upon five years of upper air observations. On any
one day, the actual direction and speed may vary consider-
ably from the seasonal or annual mean. Table II shows the
ratios of the vector standard deviations to the average
wind speeds for winter and sunmer and the range of the
mean seasonal direction in degrees for each of the 52 rawin
locations. The former tabulations Indicate the ratio of
the scatter to the scaler magnitude of the vector and thus,

1DOD-OCD, Federal Civil Defense Guide, Part E, Chapter 5,
Appendix 6, Application of Meteorological Data to RADEF,
December 15, 1963. I
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are a measure of the Mliability of the mean as a predic-
tion. The mean data In Table I are more representative nf
the winds on any particular day where the ratio of V/S has
a low value. For example, the mean data for Washington In
winter (089 degrees, 45 kncts) has a V/S value of .55
whereas the sur.ner mean data (112 degrees, 10 knots) has a
V/S value of 1.57. Therefore, the mean winter data for
Wsshington are more representative of the winds on any one
day during the winter than the mean sumer data are repre-
sentative of the winds on any one summer day. Fur.her, at
Ft. Worth in summer when V/S equals 3.56 the mean summer

data (282 degrees, 4 knots) would not be a very reliable
prediction for the winds on any one summer day."

I. DOSES AND DOSE RATES IN OVERLAPPING FALLOUT PATTERNS

Since no attempt has been made to estimate the possible

level of attack on military targets, or the distribution of such

an attack throughout the United States, it is not possible to

give an exemple of the integrated fallout pattern throughout.

thi3 country for even one set of wind conditions. What will be

considered instead is an estimate of the maximnm-, level of fall-

out which -.±4ht reasonably be anticipated in and around a

reasonably large populated area subjected to a direct attack.

Specifically, It will be assumed that 3 10-T, 50 percent

fission yield weapons have been surfaceburst in such a way that

the 5 psi circles are Just tangent to each other. The wind

speed selected !2 lC knots -- the average for the Washington,

D.C. area in the summer (see Table 11). The model used will be

the WSEG-NAS model, the effective wind rhear 0.1 kt/l000-foot

altitude. One wishes to examine how the H+i-hour contour

levels, and the first week dose (maximum biological dose) con-

tour levels can overlap under these conditions. The individual

patterns, with overlap indicated, are plotted in Figures 22

and 23.

It may be seen from .Figure 22 that most of the area covered

by the 5 psi blast level has a contamination level of at least

1500 r/hr at 1 hr. About half the total 5 psi area and somewhat

more of the downwind area outside the 5 psi circles are
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contaminated to a level of at least 5000 r/hr at 1 hr.

Significant areas within the 5 psi blast level and dow 'Ind of

it are contaminated to levels in the ranpe of 5000 to 10,000
r/hr at 1 hr. The highest levels indicated by the patterns are

about 13,000 r/hr at 1 hr. Very extensive areas downwind are

overlapped by all 3 patterns, for a total contamination level

of at least 4500 r/hr at 1 hr.

From Figure 23, it is seen that a maximum biological dose

(approximately equal to the total dose during the first week)

through most of the 5 psi area is at least 5000 r, that it is

about 15,000 r over significant positions of the blast area

and beyond, and that it reaches about 26,000 r is the ar of

greatest intensity,

These results are for a fission yield of 50 percent. They

should be increased by 1/3 if the fission yield is increased

from 1/2 to 2/3. They would increase ir the effective wind

were less than 10 knots, or if there were heavy fallout from

other targets. They would decrease if the effective wind were

greater than 10 knozs, or if the fission yield were lrss than

50 percent. They would disappear altogether if the weapons

were airburst.

One cannot draw reliable general conclusions as to the

level of fallout contamination aga.n3t which protection should

be sought in and around all urban areas by a single illustratie

example using one of several fallout models, 4nd considering

only an area subject to heavy attack. For fallout, as with

blast and heat, each area requires special study, and each rrea

must be considered in light of many postulated attacks on the

country as a whole. The-data and methods described in this

paper show one way of making such a study, provided additional

assumptions are made as to the weight and distribution of

attacks on military targets.
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There is, perhaps, one tentative conclusion of some

importance which follcws frosn the aSEl-NAS moC,1. Namely, that

in areas in and around a :arget subtect-1 to multiple attack

with high-yield surfaceburst weapcns, :.n:tamination levels In

the range of 5003 to 10,00 r/hr at 1 iir, and first-week doses

in the range of 1,00 r to 30,000 r are not unreasonable

fallout levels to consider -- along with other factors such as

cost -- in the design of sshelters and in planning recovery

operations.
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Table 1. POPULATION, LAND AREAS, AND DENSITIES OF
U.S. URBANIZED AREAS (1963 .ENSUS)

(213 Urbanized Areas, See Table 5 for Rank According to Population)
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Table 1. (Continued)
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Table 1. (Continue d)
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Excerpt from Statement of Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara before the House Armed
Services Ccmmittee cn the Fiscal Year 19E4-70
Defense Program and 1966 Defense Budget,
February 18, 3965.

CAPAILITIES OF TES PROGRAMlED FORCES FOR DAMAGE LIMITATION

The ultimate deterrent to a deliberate nuclear attack on
the United States and its Allies is our clear and un.stakable
ability to destroy an aggressor as a viable society, even after
c r for.cn have been attacked. But if deterrence falls, whether
by accident or miscalculation, it is essential that f:rces be
*va.ilable to limit the damage of such an attack to ourselves and

The utility of the Strategic Offensive Forces in the Damage
Limiting role is critically dependent on the timing of the enemy
attack on U.S. urban targets. For example, if an enemy missile
attack on U.S. cities were to be sufficiently delayed after an
attack on U.S. military targets (an unlikely contingency) our
strategic missiles (which can reach their targets in less than
one hour) could significantly red.ie the weight of that attack
by destroying, prior to launch, a large part of the enemy's
foreez withheld for use against our cities.

If the urban attack were delayed still longer, or bomber
force could also contribute to the Damage Limiting objective.
Hxrivar, if the enemy were to launch his attack against our
urban areas at the beginning of a general nuclear war, our
Strategic Offensive Forces -- both missiles and bombers --
would have a greatly reduced value in the Damage Limiting role.
Their contribution in that case would be limited to the de-
struction of enemy residual forces -- unlaunched strategic
missiles and bcmbers, re-fire missiles, and any other strategic
forces the enemy might withhold for subsequent strikes.

Since we have no way of knowing how the enemy wcfld execute.
a nuclear attack upon the United States, we must also inten-
sively explore alternative "defensive" systems as means of
l-iting damage to ourselves. The problem here is tc achieve
an cptirz.i balance among all the elements of the general nuclear
war forces, particularly in their Damage Limiting role. This
Is what we mean by "balanced" defense.

Althout a deliberate nuclear attack upon the United States
mr.y see. a highly unlikely. contingency in view of our unmistak-
able Assured Destruction capability, it m5: rc:eive :ur urgent
attention because of the enormous consequences it wou:d have.
In t:,.z regwd, I should rake two points clear. First, in order
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to preclude any possibility of miscalculation by others, I want
to reiterate that although the U.S. would Itself suffer severely
in the event of a general nuclear war, we are fully committed to
the defense of our Allies. Second, ve do not view Dama;-e Ziita-
tion as a question of concern only to th2 U.S. Our offensive
forces cover strategic enemy capabilities to inflict damage on
our Allies in Europe Just as they cover enemy threats to the
continental U.S.

To appreciate fully the implications of an attack on cur
cities, it is useful to examine the Assured Destruction obfective
from the attacker's point of view, since our Damage Limiting
problem is, in effect, his Assu'ed Destruction problem.

Several points are evident from o.-r nrrly_±. o Whls problem.
First, it is clear that with limited fallout protection, an enemy
attack on our urban areas would cause grcat loss of life, chlefly
because of the heavy concentration of population in our large
cities, which I noted earlfer. Secod,, the analysis clearly
demonstrates the distinct utility of a nation-wide fallout shelter
program in reducing fatalities, at all levels of attack. Third,
the analysis shows that the attack would destroy a large percent-
age of our industrial capacity. Each successive doubling cf
the number of deivercnI warheads would increase the destruction
of our POP 1ti S and2 idustrial capacty by proportionately
sraller awountzn sincc s!aller and sx:&aller cities would have to
be attacked.

In ordler to assess the potentia3s of various Damage Li-ting
programs we have examined a number of "balanced" defense postures
at different budget levels. These postures are designed to defend
against th azsuti% threat in the early 1970s. To illustrate the
critical nature of the timing of the attack, we used two lmilting
cases. First, we assumed that the enemy would initiate nuclear
war with a simultaneous attack against our cities and mill-
tary targets. Second, we assumed that the attack against our
cities would be delayed long enough for us to retallate against
the aggressor's military targets with our missiles. In both
cases, we assumed that all new systems will perform essentially
as estimated since our main purpose here was to gain an insight
into the overall problem of limiting damage. The results
of this analysis are surnmized in the table below.
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E.stimated Effect on US, F alities of Additions to
the A proved Damage Limltiz FroE,.m

(Based on 1970 popu ation c!f 2_105 i lion)

Additional Millions of U.S. .atalities
In estnent Early Urban Attack Oelay._d-Urban Attack

$ 0 billion 149 122
5 billion 120 90

15 billion 96 59
25 billion 78 41

The $5 billion of additional investment (of which about $2
billion would come from non-Federal sources) would provide a
full fallo.t sheiter program for the entire population. The
$15 billion level would add about $8-1/2 billion for a limited
deployment :. a low cost configuration of a missile defense
system, ;!us about $1-1/2 billion for new manned bon-her defenses.
The $25 tillion level would provide an additional $8-1/2 billion
for anti-rissile defenses (for a total of about $17 billion) and
another $1-1/2 billion for improved manned bomber defenses (for
a total of $3 billion).

The number of strategic .dssiles required to take full
advantage of the possibility that the aggressor might delay his
attack on our cities is already Included in the forces programed
through 1970.

The high utility of a full nation-wide fallout shelter
program in the Damage Limln-ing role is apparent from the foregoing
table -- it would reduce fatalities by about 30 million compared
with the present level of fallout protection. The following
table shows that a transfer of resources from fallout shelters to
other defensive systems would result in substantially less effec-
tive defense postures for any given budget level.

Etimated Effect of Fallout Protection on U.S. Fatality
Levels ."or Several Damj:g limitiU ProZrams

(Based on 1970 total population of 210 million)

Millions of U.S. Fatalities

Earjy Urban Attack Delayed Urban Atta
Additional Partial Full Par~Til ui
Investment Protection Protection Protection Protecti,

$ 0 billion 149 149 122 122
5 billion 145 120 107 90

15 billion 121 96 79 C9
25 billion 107 78 59 41
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The figures indicate that in the case of an early attack on
)ur urban centers, for the same level of survivors, any Damage
Aimiting program which excludes a complete fallout shelter
system would cost at least twice as much as a program whIch in-
:fludes such a system -- even under the favorable assumption that
:he enemy would not exploit our lack of fallout protection by
surface bursting his woapons upwind of the fallout areas. In
ddition, fallout shelters should have the highest priority of

my defensive system because they decrease the vulnerability of
;he population to nuclear contamination under all types of
ittack. Since at th $15 and $25 billion bude--t levels, the
)ulk of the additional funds would go to missile defense, a
igh confidence in the potential effectiveness of the system
iould have to be assured before commitment to such large
xpenditures would be Justified. Furthermore, at these budget
evels, missile defenses would, also have t6, be interlocked with
tither local or area bomber defenses in order to avoid having
)ne type of threat undercut a defense against the other.

Although missiles clearly have a better chance than bombers
)f destroying residual enemy offensive forces because they can
%ach them much sooner, we also examined the effectiveness of
iombers in the Damage L riti.n, role. In one such analysis we
,oipared ' strategi arcraft -- the A A -- and two strategic
lssiles -- 1U l 1 iI and zn, irprov d missile for the 1970s.
This Improved missile could be developed and deployed within
;he sare t .e fram, am th - A) . AlthougV thtre are many
tncertainties with regard to both the assumtsIons and the planning
'actors used In this comparlszn, it did demonstrate clearly one
.mportant point, namely, that there are less costly ways of
lestroying residual enemy missiles and aircraft than by develop-
mng and deploying a new AN!SA -- even ignoring the fact that enemy
dssile silos and bomber fields are far more likely to be empty
ly the time the bombers pass over than when the missiles arrive.

There is also the possibility in the 1970s of a small
iuclear attack on the United States by a nation possesslng only

prim1tive nuclear force. Accordingly, we have undertaken a
iumber of studies in this area. Our preliminary conclusion is
hat a small, balanced defense program could, Indeed, signifl-
antly reduce aRiltles from such an attack. However, the
:ead time for additional nations to develop and deploy an
Ufective ballistic missile system capable of reaching the
Inited States Is greater than we require to deploy the defense.

In summary, several tentative conclusions may be drawn from
,ur examnation of the Damage Limiting problem:
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(1) With no neir U.S. defenses against nuclear attack
in the early 1970s, the strategic offensive
forces likely to confront us could inflict a very
high level of fatalities on the United States.

(2) A nation-wide civil defense program costing about
$5 billion could reduce fatalities by about 30
million.

(3) l active defense systems operate as estimated,
a larr.e balanced Damage Limiting program for
an additional $20 billion could reduce fatalities
associated with an early urban attack by another
40 million.

(4) There is no defense program within this general
range or expenditures which would reduce fatalities
to a level much below 80 million unless the enemy
delayed his attack on our cities long enough for
our missile forces to play a major Damage Limiting
role.

Moreover, we have thus far not taken into account a factor
which I touched on at the beginning of this discussion, and
that is possible reactions of potential aggressors which could
servo to offset our Damage Limiting initiatives. Let me illus-
trate this point with the following example. Suppose we had al-
ready spnnt an idditional $15 billion for a balanced, Damage
Limiting posture of the type I described earlier, expecting that
it would limit fatalities to, say, 95 million in the event of
a fUst strike against .our cities. We then decide to spend
another $10 billion to reduce the fatalities to about 75 million.
Uf the enemy chooses tQ offset this increase in survivors, he
Ahould be able in the :970s to do so by spending about $6 billion
more on his offensive forces, or 60 percent of our cost.

At each successively higher level of U.S. expenditures, the
ratio of our costs for Damage Limitation to the potential
aggroemsor's costs for Assured Destruction becomes less and less
favorable for us. Indeed, at the level of spending required to
limit fatalities to about 40 million in a large first strike
agalns.t onr cities, we would have to spend on Damage Limiting
progra=s about four times what the potential aggressor would
have to spend on damage creating forces, i.e., his Assured
Destruction forces.

This argument is not conclusive against our undertaking a
major new Damage Limiting program. The resources available to
the Soviets are more limited than our own and they may net actually
"act to our initiatives as we have assumed. But It does underscore
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ie fact that beyond a cert ain leve! of iefense, the cost
Ivantage lies irnreasin:'y with the ztrfen-se, an this fact
ui be taken Into accou.nt -'- any dleczi1:n t- c.It r.:eIve3
*large outlays f'sr ad ffi:rnal e'rzj'



CLINICAL REATURMS Of IAATION 114JURY
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CUNCAL F TUM OF RAIATION INJ /

A. O0TM
All that is known about the quantitative I :ediate effects

of various radiations on normal humans comes from analysis of

experlence with radiation therapy (sick humans), from studies

of accidental exposure, from the study of the Japanese who

survived the atomic borbing, and from controlled experiments

with animals. Even though much of the information is Indirect,

more is known about radittion than about any other agent ca;able

of causin: ;: , casualties. in an e.erCency CUe to radloctiwe

fallout, ti casualty rate LV'- group of p#ople can be

predicted with considerable corfidence, on th bt.nis either of

radioloical exposure data or cf medical evaluatiaon of a

representative sample of the group.2 A stem" of jredicticn

consists of a classificaticn of the varieties of radation

Injuries, the cl!nlcal manifestations and pro osls of each

Winal Coznttee on Radiation Protection and Measurements
Report No. 29, E osure to Radiation in an Fmi.
January 1962, p. 59 et seq.

2The Defense Atomic Support Agency made the following ccemuent
on this. sentence during review of this paper:

*The statement that in an emergency the casualty rate can be
predicted with considerable confidence can be rather mis-
leading. Enough is known, if a certain dose is given, to
predct what would happen to an individual. Hoever, in an
ener ency situation, the dosages or conditions of exposure
will not be well enoujrfl known. Even 20 years after the
Japanese eaplosions thes2 are not well known. A medical
evaluation will not completely separate the groups because
there is too much overlaping betwcen the groups."
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Variety, and the dose, or range of dose# or conditions of

exposure s responsible for each variety.

B. CLASSIFICATION OF RADIATIO:I I:NJURY

or inapparent, or undetectable radiation

inJury occurs when the brief exposure dose, or the ERD, or the

dose of Internal (i-y) radiation is less than'50 r. The

effects of a single, brief dose between about 15 and 50 r can
be detected when statistical methods are applied to blood-count

data from a sufficiently large group of people. Presumably,

the same is true for the effects of an ERD less than about 50 r.

Except for the statistical chanZe in blood count, no one will
be aware of exposure in this range.

Acute radiation sickness' (also called the "acute radiatlon

syndrome," *whole-body radiation Injury," etc.) is caused by

ezrtenl or Internal y or X radiation. Clinical manlfetatio.s

Intlude en(,al "tozic" syzptor , 2 such as weaknesss nausea,
ezsy fatigue, etc., cond specific sj1'mtoms and signs caused by

dnmare to the gastroIntestinal tract, the blood-forming organs,
the central nervous system, etc. The signs of radiation sick-

ness Include alterations of the blood count, excretion of ab-

normal substances In the urine, loss of hair (epilation), a
tendency to bleed easily, etc. Radiation sickness may consis:
of nothln more than a decrease in the white cell count and
slight fatigue, or it may be so severe that death occurs within

hous of the onset of exposure. Five clinical groups can be

distin.guished on the basis of severl which can be correlated

with the size of the dose.

lRadiation sickness is described as acute when clinical mani-
festat ons occur early and do not last longer than 6 months.

2Sy=pto=3 are what the patient complains about, e.g., headache,
weakness, etc. SiSns of radiation injury are observed by an
examner, e.g., hemorrhage, loss of hair, etc., or detected ty
a laborato=; test, e.g., low white cell count, etc.
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Grounj : Less than half this group vomit withla 24
hours after the onset of exposure. There are eiter no
subsequent sympto= or, at most, weakness anA ets' fatigue.
r hre is a decrease in the white blood col (whic
is most marked in the case of the lymphocytes) and In the
platelet count. Less than 5 percent (1 cut of 20) require
mdical care. All others can perform their custo ary tasks.
An deaths that occur are caused by c rplications. Sickness
of this type has been seen after brief, whole-body doses ef
v and X radiation in the range of SO to 200 r. An ERD of
azternal y radiation of 50 to 200 r ray have a similar
effect.

OD 'i: More than half this group vorzit soon after
te 0 exposure and a sics for a few dj:0 . This
is follecyed by a period of 1 to 3 weeks when there are few
or no syrptors. During the latent period, typica1 changes
occur In the blood count ed can be used for d- eqnosts. At
the end of the latent perlod, epilation (loss of hair) is
seen in more than half, and this is folle d bj a moderately
severe illness due primarIly to the dazage to the blood-
forming organs. Ilost of the people in this group requite
medcal care. More than hlif will survive, with the chances
of surival being bcfttc, - or tnose who rtc s the smaller
&773 S I CL.""" CO th ,s tyrt? hn : P bee sa "! t' brie

ds, of ,Y or7!- Z 2 ..o: on the cr,,1r of 200 to
Z5r. An E 1D of eztaial 7 rafAt,7tion of tL a size wiil

probabi cause a :imilar en:.

Gora, IlI. This iq a ore serious version of the sick-
nes ar:2T6L d as Group II. The initial period of illness
Is Ia 4r. the latent per td i shorter, and the main
epieoe of illness Is charatctrised by extenslev hsmor-
r O~y and cr'plic"tinZ infections. People in this group
inec 1micai care and hospitalization. Less thmn half will
s ies with the chances of survival bolia poorest for those
who received the lar-Gest doses. Sicknzs of this type has
been seen after brief whole-body v radiation with dnoes
in excess.of 450 r. It is possible hat an ll of external
Y r ltion of the sa size will have a sa A1lra effect.

0n.~pJV: This is an accelerated versln of the sick-
T s It"±ed as Group II. All in this Coup begin to

ve.zt soon after the onset of ee , and this continues
for several d or until death. D, to the gastro-
Intes tInl tract predolainates, manifeted by Intraetable
dr rheas, whlch soon beccr2 bloo. Chorts in the blood
co nt occur early, and within a f£- s the total white
cell count mV be less than 500 per m. 1  Death occurs

aus"t cited are for brief, whole-body exposure to 250 kvp
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before the end of the second week, and usually before the
. pearnce of hemor-h::es or epilation. All in this group
need care, and it is unlikely that many will survive.
Sickness of this type has been seen after brief, whole-
body exposure to y radiation in excess of 600 r. During
protracted exposure to external 7riifl io-nit is not
probnblo that an illness of this type would be the first
evidence of Injury.

GromV: This is an extrer.ly severe illness in which
daz,, to the brain and nervous system predominates.
Syuptanss,31rns, and rapid prostration co, on almost as
soon as th dose has been received. Death occurs within a
few hou:rs or a few d ys. Sickness of this type has been
"seen after a brief whole-body exposure to y rays in excess
of several thousand r and to equivalent doses from neutrons.

Chronic radiation sicknss There is almost no information
about the effects of protracted external exposure of man. Some
radlun chemists and radioloaists who worked with radiation before
the hnmards were recoCnized frequently developed a proGressive

ct~y a=ai and died either from the anemia or fram
cel",z infections. Animial experiments provide litIle
aicvi:i Mfnoma.tion concerning the patterns of chronic
readticn sickness thZt rzy occur in man. At present, we cannot
tell the size of the EID that will be lethal, when exposure is
protracted over a period of years.

hs dcer- , is a*cri hdl a when the sy t: ,." 3 and
si rD, persist beyond m months.
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